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Abstract—Cell tower locations are not publicly available due
to business interests of wireless providers. Very often wireless
providers provide exaggerated coverage maps that may mislead
the public. In addition to providing a neutral check on the
coverage maps, prediction of cell tower locations hosting mul-
tiple operators’ access nodes could also be helpful in disaster
communications and public safety in general. The localization
of the disaster-affected towers can be very conducive to respond
and reach to the victims. Further, victims’ devices could utilize
this knowledge to initiate device-to-device (D2D) or unmanned
aerial vehicular (UAV) communications as alternatives to the
damaged cellular infrastructure. Publicly available crowdsourced
cell (base station) locations and FCC’s sites can be used to
predict the cell tower/site locations in the United States. In
this work, we utilized a weighted k-means algorithm to predict
cell tower locations from OpenCellid crowdsourced dataset and
implemented a mapping algorithm to locate nearest physical
towers. We map the predicted towers to two different sources
of physical towers. Our comparison shows a significant accuracy
in predicting tower locations regardless of sources of physical
towers. The technique can be used to predict the tower locations
in other countries as well.
Index Terms—Cell Sites, Disaster Management, Clustering
Algorithm, Mapping Algorithm
I. INTRODUCTION
Cell tower locations are crucial for the network coverage
of a cellular provider. With the increase of small cell deploy-
ments, it is becoming challenging to identify and differentiate
a provider’s tower locations unless the provider exclusively
provides the information. Unfortunately, cellular providers are
reluctant to provide actual coverage maps due to business
concerns [1]. In most cases, cellular providers provide cell
tower locations that are above a certain height, e.g., towers
above 200 feet are registered to the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) in the US [2]. Most of the cases, these
towers host antennas of multiple cellular operators. The US
government has already announced a subsidy for the providers
to reveal their coverage maps so that the uncovered areas
can be covered by government-subsidized infrastructure [3].
Still, cellular providers do not comply and reveal their actual
coverage maps. Thus, a truthful coverage map generation
requires truthful cell tower locations of the providers. As the
providers do not provide actual information and a regulatory
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organization does not have enough data to validate, it is
essential to find alternate solutions for identifying cell tower
locations and generating coverage maps. Crowdsourced data
can be a good source of such information. The benefit of
the crowdsourced data is to have actual perceived wireless
experience of cellular users. Thus, it makes a more reliable
source of data to generate the actual coverage map.
Knowing the nature of the communication infrastructure
can enhance alternative modalities of communication during
disasters or major failures. Prompt response during a disaster
is very crucial. People are trying and will try to make the
emergency services and response more efficient and instanta-
neous. It is always troublesome to respond to all the victims
rapidly. One of the greatest ways to minimize the loss of
the victims is to keep communication among the victims and
the first responders. However, the cellular infrastructure, i.e.,
cell towers and antennas, can be destroyed during a disaster.
So, an alternative, that can be promising, is to continue
communication among the victims and the first responders.
In particular, emerging modalities such as device-to-device
(D2D) communication and unmanned aerial vehicular (UAV)
communications are capable of maintaining communication
without cellular infrastructure, and hence, can be a good option
for such alternative emergency and disaster communications.
Prioritizing a victim could also be very important during
a disaster-affected scenario because there might be many
requests from victims at a single time. Therefore, it will take
time to prioritize. It would be very efficient if we can initiate
the D2D communication in small scales in case of emergency.
Prediction of cell tower locations can be one way to predict
the areas where the D2D communication is needed and to
help manage the overall communication in a disaster-affected
scenario. Identification of vulnerable cell tower locations can
give guidance in terms of the number of D2D hops needed to
reach the closest active tower in case of a disaster. Further, by
identifying the tower locations which can be damaged during a
disaster, we can trigger alternative forms of providing wireless
access such as portable base stations using UAVs or ground
vehicles, which can save many invaluable lives. Yet, satisfying
these needs require an accurate and fast measurement of where
cell towers and base stations are.
Several Internet sites [4], [5] including FCC [2] show the
locations and the number of cellular towers all over the world.
FCC only contains registered tower locations which include
already-dismantled towers’ information. As a result, the num-
ber of cell towers provided by FCC may be different from the
number of cell towers existing within an area. We have also
found that the number of cell sites provided by FCC status
reports [6] may be different from the number of cell towers
shown at these sites. There are no such authentic sources that
provide accurate locations of all antennas including towers,
and the cellular providers do not share information about the
location of towers. There are only few countries where the
correct locations of towers are known [7]. The sites may
provide the information based on war-driving data or from
crowdsourced data. So, there is no entirely valid source of
information to know and validate the exact locations of cell
towers, which makes it even more important to design a system
for predicting them given publicly available data.
To optimize the time and cost of finding cell towers’
location, crowdsourcing can be one of the most effective
ways. In this work, we utilized the crowdsourced data from
OpenCelliD database [8] and processed it for using in pre-
diction. OpenCelliD data contain access points or antennas
information regardless of cellular operators. Also, it does not
provide information on the types of antennas, e.g., directional
or omnidirectional, operating radius, etc [9]. Our objective is
to find cell towers hosting multiple operators access networks
from a collection of towers and different providers’ base
stations (or antennas). By referring to a cell tower and a base
station, we mean physical infrastructures containing multiple
operators and single operator’s antennas, respectively. Thus,
predicting a cell tower’s location information will help the
emergency responders to identify the importance of towers
considering population effects. To our best knowledge, it is
the first work to identify and separate cell towers hosting
multiple operator networks from crowdsourced data. We used
weighted k-means clustering algorithm [10] to predict the
locations of cell towers from processed OpenCelliD data. We
also utilized tower locations data from AntennaSearch.com
[11] and FCC [2] to compare our predicted locations of
cell towers. For the comparison, we developed a mapping
algorithm to show the distance between the cell towers from
these two sources and our predicted towers. We also analyzed
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the results
found from the comparisons. We have performed the clustering
analysis, mapping and CDF analysis for an urban and two rural
counties of Florida, USA.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
includes the related works. Section III presents the proposed
methodology for predicting cell tower while Section IV shows
a mapping algorithm to find out the accuracy of our proposed
algorithm. Section V describes the results of our proposed
method and mapping algorithm. Finally, Section VI draws the
conclusion of the work and points out the future directions.
II. RELATED WORKS
The localization of cellular networks receives great attention
from the research community. Many researchers have worked
on the localization of mobile devices because many works
consider the location of cell tower known by identifying the
location of mobile devices [12]. However, localization of cell
towers have not achieved much attention. In this section, we
discuss only the works related to the localization of cell towers.
We found most of the cell tower localization works are
based on wardriving [13], [14], a procedure of getting cellular
network data with a mobile platform. Collecting such data
requires development and systematic deployment of such
platforms, and hence, the collected data costs money and is
not available for public use. In our work, we use crowdsourced
data by OpenCelliD, which contains random positions of
volunteer users within a cell sector. The ad-hoc (or volunteer)
and random collection of the data makes it harder to predict
the tower locations from it as the users of a particular cell
tower can be in the range of other towers and the ad-hoc
measurements may not capture sufficient samples.
Received signal strength (RSS) based cell tower prediction
is a well-known technique to predict cell towers [15]–[17].
War-driven cell tower location prediction where RSS is used
as a weight for locating cell towers using weighted centroids
was considered in [18]. A cell tower is more leaned towards
a location with better signal strength. Though this work
considered better signal strength, it misses the importance of
daily use. How many customers are actually being benefited
by a tower is lacking from this analysis where our sample
count-based weighted cell tower location prediction considers
the effect of usage count. More sample counts contribute
more weight in the prediction. A seamless transition to the
best network with the tower location prediction for a user of
mobile virtual network operator (MVNO) was introduced in
[19]. However, the technique only considers a single MVNO
user to switch to the best network based on the tower location
prediction from RSS.
Data-driven cell tower location estimation using crowd-
sourcing became essential given the lack of proper information
from the governments as well as the wireless providers [20]–
[22]. Data-driven cell tower location prediction considers all
types of towers and access points [23], [24]. These do not
differentiate among multi-operator antenna hosting cell towers
to single provider access points or base stations.
OpenCelliD-based cell tower localization with cell tower
direction from the RSS measurements was considered in [25].
The prediction method is applicable only to multi-sector cells
and does not consider omni-directional cells. Further, it as-
sumes availability of the correct tower locations. In our work,
we tackle the problem while considering the inaccuracies in
the tower locations as well as their count.
III. PREDICTION METHODOLOGY
For optimizing time and cost of finding the location of cell
towers, crowdsourcing can be one of the most effective ways.
We visualize tower locations prediction procedure from crowd-
sourced data in Fig. 1. We utilized the crowdsourced data
from OpenCelliD database and processed the data for several
























Fig. 1. Cell Tower Locations Prediction Framework
from OpenDataSoft [26], and filtered cell information within
each county. Later, we used a weighted k-means clustering
algorithm [10] to predict the locations of cell towers from
the processed OpenCelliD data. In this work, we mostly used
active towers count that are registered to FCC [2] to determine
the value of k. We also used cell sites [6] count as the value of
k for further analysis. We have collected tower locations data
which we call physical towers from AntennaSearch.com [11]
and FCC [2] to compare our predicted locations of cell towers.
For the comparison, we have developed a mapping algorithm
to show the difference of distances among the physical towers
and the predicted towers. We have also analyzed the CDF for
the results found from the comparison. We have performed the
clustering analysis, mapping, and CDF analysis for an urban
county (Orange) and two rural counties (Calhoun and Union)
of Florida.
A. Data Collection and Processing
1) County Data: The first phase of our work is to collect
the required data set for a county. In order to locate cell towers
for a certain region, we need the information on boundaries of
that region. We have chosen Florida to find out the predicted
cell towers. We have collected the boundary information for
the counties of Florida. The boundary information is available
in the form of a polygon with corners defined by longitude-
latitude pairs [26].
2) OpenCelliD Data: We utilized the crowdsourced data
from opencellid.org in our prediction algorithm. The dataset
has different fields that include information regarding a cell.
The data are given under different fields such as radio, mcc,
net, and area. The fields of lon and lat represent estimated
longitude and estimated latitude of the cell’s base station,
respectively. The samples field show the number of measure-
ments made to estimate the location of the cell. We used the
information these three fields (i.e., lon, lat, and samples) to
predict the tower locations. The dataset uses the longitude and
latitude coordinates for a particular cell by measuring the mean
of measurements of longitudes and latitudes done for that cell.
Thus, the larger the samples field, the more reliable the data
fields of that cell.
Since the OpenCelliD dataset is too large (i.e., it includes
the estimated locations of base stations in the entire world), we
filtered out entries with longitude and latitude falling outside
of the boundary of Florida. To do so, we used Matlab’s
inpolygon algorithm to determine if a point is inside a given
polygon or not. This enabled us to work with less data when
applying the clustering algorithm, explained later in Section
III-B. We further filtered the data of three counties of Florida
and predicted the cell tower locations in those counties.
3) AntennaSearch.com Data: We explored different web-
sites to find out the cell sites in particular and found An-
tennaSearch.com as one of the best sources for collecting
cell tower locations. We downloaded cell site locations for
the three counties from AntennaSearch.com. The interface at
AntennaSearch.com only gives the cell sites within 2 miles
radius from a particular point of a location. To get the locations
of the cell sites around a particular place, the site requires
street address, city and state information.
Fig. 2. Overlapping ranges of search for




cell site locations from
AntennaSearch.com.
We chose the locations
in such a way that the
distance between two
neighboring locations
would be less than 2
miles so that we can
collect every cell site
location within the
county. We used the boundary data to download all the cell
sites in a county. The downloaded cell site locations contain
duplicate values as the locations’ ranges were overlapping
as shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, there will be some cell site
locations which are outside of the boundary of the counties.
So, we have de-duped and filtered the cell site locations to
get the locations inside the county boundaries.
4) Registered Towers at FCC Data: In the USA, cellular
providers have two types of towers: Registered or unregistered
to FCC. Cellular providers are required to register tower
location information to FCC for those at least 200 feet in
height. We collected the registered towers data from FCC site
[2]. We collected each tower’s information manually which
is not dismantled or under-construction. There were options
to download FCC data all-together. However, it requires ad-
ditional data cleaning to parse the necessary information. We
were able to handle the data manually for the three counties
we worked on, but a more systematic access to the FCC’s data
will be necessary to scale the system to large areas.
B. Clustering Algorithm to Predict Tower Locations
We use the locations (longitude and latitude) data reported
in OpenCelliD, and apply a weighted k-means clustering al-
gorithm [10] where the number of samples is used as a weight
to predict the location of the cell towers in that county. Here,
k is the number of predicted locations for a particular county.
We use the number of active towers from the list of registered
towers of a county given by FCC [2] as well as the cell sites
count [6] as the values of k for clustering. In the future, to
further improve the prediction, machine learning techniques
can be used to improve tower count prediction by using
trustworthy sources of tower/antenna locations as training data
sets that contain both the registered and unregistered towers.
However, since such data is unavailable we use the cleaned
FCC’s data to guide the clustering algorithm.
IV. MAPPING PREDICTED AND PHYSICAL TOWERS
According to FCC site [2], we counted the number of active
cell towers in Orange, Calhoun, and Union counties as 326, 21,
and 13, respectively. For these counties, AntennaSearch.com
reports 1605, 52, and 22 cell towers, respectively. Also, the cell
site counts given by FCC [6] are 1160, 15, and 13, respectively.
The cell tower and cell site counts given in the FCC sites, and
AntennaSearch.com are different. And, we do not have any
ground truth information about the location of the cell towers.
In order to understand how our tower location prediction is
performing, we apply one-to-one mapping of cell towers based
on the distance to find out how close our predicted towers
are to the ones made available from AntennaSearch.com. We
also apply similar mapping to FCC-reported tower locations to
generate CDF for our predicted towers. The towers reported ei-
ther in FCC site or AntennaSearch.com, we call them ‘physical
towers’ or ‘physical locations’. Note that this mapping, beyond
allowing us to observe how well our prediction technique is
performing, is a critical necessity in order to improve the
tower location prediction system. Since ground truth is not
available, techniques such as this mapping of the predicted
and the physical towers are needed to guide machine learning















Fig. 3. Tower Mapping
In essence, we find the
nearest cell tower among
the physical locations for
a particular predicted loca-
tion in the mapping. This
mapping, however, must be
done so that the sum of
the distances between the
predicted and physical lo-
cations is minimized. To
solve this mapping prob-
lem, we designed a ran-
domized heuristic algorithm (Algo. 2). When designing the
mapping algorithm, we faced two issues:
• Case I: A single physical tower can be the nearest one
for multiple predicted towers.
• Case II: Multiple predicted towers can have equal dis-
tance to a physical tower.
We visualize the mapping and both cases in Fig. 3. Assume
a set of predicted towers: {Pre1, P re2, P re3}, and a set of
physical towers: {Phy1, Phy2, Phy3, Phy4}. We denote the
distance from a predicted tower Prei to a physical tower Phyj
as dij . We find Case I, when Phy1 is the nearest physical













































Fig. 5. Reduction to NP-Complete
d11 < d12, d11 < d13, d11 < d14, d21 < d22, d21 < d23, and
d21 < d24. In this case, we map predicted tower that has the
minimum distance to physical tower Phy1. We find Case II, if
both predicted towers have the same distance to physical tower
Phy1, i.e., d11 = d21. In such scenario, we map randomly to
any of them.
In the rest of this section, we first show the NP hardness of
the mapping problem. Then, we detail the algorithm, illustrate
it on an example, and discuss its complexity.
A. Cell Tower Mapping is NP Complete
Our goal is to find the minimum distance mapping between
all predicted and physical towers. This original problem is
actually similar to the Bipartite Graphs Matching problem
where cost is minimized. However, in our problem, we need
to select a tower from a set of predicted towers, P , to a
tower in a set of physical towers, W , such that the the sum
of distances among mapped towers is minimized. Consider
the mapping of predicted towers to physical towers in Fig. 4.
Initially, we can choose a tower from M predicted towers
and get the distance to all N physical towers. Now, we
have MN selections to get a pair of mapped towers having
minimum distance. Sequentially, we will continue until the set
of predicted towers become empty as we assume M ≤ N .
We get MN(M − 1)(N − 1)...1(N − M + 1) selections
to get the minimum distance mapping. Thus, the complexity
of the search space becomes: O(M !N !/(N −M)!). We can
reduce the problem to an NP Complete problem by adding
necessary number of dummy towers to predicted towers set in
Fig. 5. These dummy towers reduce the original problem to
the Bipartite Minimum Weight Perfect Matching (BMWPM)
[27], an NP Complete problem, where each edge is weighted
with the geo-distance between the towers of the two towers
sets, and the distance from a dummy tower to a physical tower
is assigned as ∞. The reduction of our mapping problem
has the polynomial complexity of O(N2) which shows that
our mapping problem is NP Complete. Once we have the
minimum distance perfect matching, we can remove matches
with distances ∞, and we will get our final mapping of
predicted towers to physical towers.
Algo. 1 details how we reduce the original towers mapping
problem to the Minimum Weight Perfect Matching problem
and achieve a near-optimal polynomial solution. Initially, we
add (N −M) dummy towers to the predicted towers set P to
match the number of towers of physical towers set W , and get
Algorithm 1 Near optimal solution of mapping predicted
towers to physical towers
Input: Set of longitudes and latitudes for predicted towers, P with size M, and physical
towers, W with size N
Output: A mapping of P to W
1: procedure NEAROPTIMALMAPPING(P,M,W,N )
2: if M < N then
3: Add (N −M) dummy towers to the set of P .
4: Add edges from all towers in P to all towers in W with geo-distance as
weight, set distance from dummy towers in P to all towers in W as ∞,
and form edge set, E.
5: end if
6: if M > N then
7: Return NEAROPTIMALMAPPING(W,N, P,M ).
8: end if
9: Compute MIN-WEIGHT-PERFECT-MATCHING((P∪W ), E) [27] where edge
set E denotes the one-to-one mapping of N predicted towers to N physical
towers.
10: Remove towers from P and W those having edges with ∞ distance after
mapping.
11: Return mapped towers set P and W with modified edge set E.
12: end procedure
N towers for both sets of towers in line 3. Later, we add edges
from all towers of P to all towers of W in line 4, where we use
geo-distance between two towers as weight of each edge. We
set edge weight from all dummy towers of P to all towers in
W as∞ in line 4. Next, we call the Minimum Weight Perfect
Matching of bipartite graphs of towers at line 6. We get the
final mapped bipartite graphs of towers after removing towers
from both sets those have ∞ distance. This polynomial time

















B. Proposed Mapping Algorithm
Assume that there are two sets of
data P and W of longitude and lati-
tude pairs for predicted and physical
locations, respectively. We also con-
sider that there are M and N data
points (each corresponding to a loca-
tion) in P and W , respectively:
DMN =

d1,1 d1,2 . d1,N
d2,1 d2,2 . d2,N
. . . .
dM,1 dM,2 . dM,N

Now, we can get
the distance for every
data point of P to the
all points of W which
means every location in
P will have N distance values according to line 4 of Algo.
2. We represent these distances as an M -by-N matrix, DMN
where dmn, m = 1..M , n = 1..N is the distance between
mth point in P and nth point in W :
Our goal is to find out the minimum distance from
N distance values for every location of P . We sort the
N distance values in each row of DMN to get the
minimum distance for all location points of P . In this
way, we get another matrix DMN(sorted) according to
line 8 of Algo. 2 where the distance values are sorted
in each row. An example DMN(sorted) may appear as:
DMN(sorted) =

d1,7 d1,N . d1,8
d2,3 d2,5 . d2,10
. . . .




Algorithm 2 Mapping between predicted and physical towers
Input: Set of longitudes and latitudes for predicted towers, P with size M, and physical
towers, W with size N
Output: A mapping of locations of a predicted tower, m and a physical tower, n for the
towers in P and W
1: procedure MAPPING(P,M,W,N )
2: for i = 1 to M do
3: for j = 1 to N do
4: Find Haversine distance from i-th element to j-th element, and
update distance matrix, DMN .
5: end for
6: end for
7: for i = 1 to M do
8: Sort the values of i-th row of DMN in ascending order and update
DMN(sorted).
9: end for
10: for i = 1 to M do
11: Find the indexes of the elements of i-th row in DMN(sorted) from DMN
and update DMN(index).
12: end for
13: Create a binary matrix, B of size M -by-N with all values are ‘0’.
14: for i = 1 to M do
15: Randomly select row r from DMN(index) and find k =
DMN(index)(r, 1).
16: Check the first column of every other rows if there are same index values,
k i.e., DMN(index)(j, 1) == k where j 6= r.
17: if There are multiple rows with first columns having same index, k then
18: Form a set, Pk of data points in P such that DMN(index)(l, 1) ==
k where l ∈ P and l includes r.
19: Find out the data point u ∈ Pk such that D(u, k) == min(du,k)
where u ∈ P .
20: if There are multiple u then
21: Pick a u ∈ Pk randomly.
22: Map k ∈ W to u ∈ P for u ∈ Pk by putting B(u, k) = 1.
23: else
24: Map k ∈ W to u ∈ P for u ∈ Pk by putting B(u, k) = 1.
25: end if
26: Remove u-th row of DMN(index) and k from every other row
of the index matrix, DMN(index).
27: else
28: Map k ∈ W to r ∈ P by putting B(r, k) = 1.
29: end if




called index matrix to show only the index for the sorted
distance matrix where the row of the matrix stands for the
locations of P and the column stands for the locations of W .
It is obvious that the 1st value before comma in the subscript
of every element in DMN(sorted) matrix represents the row
number while the 2nd value after the comma represent
the index value for the DMN(index) matrix. However, the
first column of every row of the matrix DMN(index)
represents the closest tower location. For instance,
DMN(index) for the above DMN(sorted) will look like this:
DMN(index) =

7 N . 8
3 5 . 10
. . . .
N 8 . 1

As the last step of the
initialization of the al-
gorithm, we create a bi-
nary matrix B of same
size as the distance ma-
trix to keep track of
the mapping values. We initialize B to all zeros, i.e.,
B(i, j)i=1..M,j=1..N = 0 at line 13 of Algo. 2.
Then, we iteratively map a data point in P to W one by one
starting from line 14 of Algo. 2. We randomly pick a data point
r ∈ P and try to map the closest point in W to it. This means
we need to mark the corresponding element of B with it. Let
k = DMN(index)(r, 1) be the data point in W that is closest to
r. The operation we would like to do is B(r, k) = 1. However,
Fig. 6. Orange County
!"#$%&'#$()*+#" ,*-.'/(0*-.$1"/
Fig. 7. Calhoun County Fig. 8. Union County
it is possible that k ∈W is the closest data point to data points
in P other than r, i.e., DMN(index)(j, 1) == k where j ∈ P
and j 6= r. This is Case I of our earlier discussion on tentative
issues during mapping. To resolve this case, for those data
points in P closest to k in W , we compare their distances
to k and pick the one with the shortest distance to k. At this
iteration of the algorithm, let Pk be the set of all data points in
P such that DMN(index)(j, 1) == k where j ∈ P . We choose
the data point u ∈ Pk such that D(u, k) == min(du,k) where
u ∈ P . Then, map k ∈W to u ∈ P , i.e., B(u, k) = 1.
It is also possible that there are multiple u satisfying
D(u, k) == min(du,k), u ∈ P . This is Case II and, it means
that the minimum of the closest distances to k ∈ W happens
for multiple data points in P . To resolve this tie, we randomly
pick a u ∈ Pk such that D(u, k) == min(du,k), u ∈ P . Then,
we map k ∈W to u ∈ P , i.e., B(u, k) = 1.
At the end of the above steps, let r ∈ P be mapped to
k ∈W . We remove kth row of DMN(index) and k from every
other row of the index matrix DMN(index) so that it does
not get mapped to another data point in P in the subsequent
iterations. This operation decreases the size of DMN(index) by
1 in both dimensions.
The steps above complete the mapping of one data point
in P to another one in W . We continue to these mappings
iteratively based on the updated DMN(index) and B. At the
end, B holds the resulting one-to-one mapping of all data
point in P to W , i.e.,
∑
n=1..N B(m,n) = 1,∀m ∈ P and∑
m=1..M B(m,n) ≤ 1,∀n ∈ W . Note that the algorithm
assumes M ≤ N , which requires that the data set with
smaller size be given as P to the algorithm. This design of the
algorithm is a minimalist approach as it may not necessarily
inspect all possibilities and it just attempts to make a mapping
to every data point in the smaller input set. We consider this
strategy because of the number of active towers in FCC record
[2] is lower than the total reported tower locations. It is also
much fewer than the towers reported in Antennasearch.com.
C. Example
Consider two data sets P and W of Cartesian coordinates










We initialize the distancematrix DMN , a 3×4 matrix, as
below:
DMN =
d1,1 d1,2 d1,3 d1,4d2,1 d2,2 d2,3 d2,4
d3,1 d3,2 d3,3 d3,4
 =









So, the DMN(sorted) and DMN(index) matrices will be:
DMN(sorted) =










1 3 2 43 1 4 2
3 1 4 2

We also initialize B to all zeros.
First Iteration: We see that the first elements of both rows 2
and 3 of DMN (index) are the same and equal to 3. So, this
is a Case I and we choose the minimum of d2,3 and d3,3 in
the DMN matrix. We find that d2,3 = 1 and d3,3 =
√
2. So,
d2,3 is the one with minimum value. So, we mark 1 in the 3rd
column of 2nd row in the binary matrix B and remove the
row 2 and all the elements of DMN (index) which are 3 from








0 0 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 0

Second Iteration: Now, we see that the first elements of the
row 1 and row 3 in DMN (index) are same and equal to 1.
So, this is another Case I. We compare the distances d1,1 = 1
and d3,1 =
√
5. Here, d1,1 is minimum and we remove row
1. We also remove ‘1’ from the remaining row. Hence, the






1 0 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 0

Third Iteration: There is only one row remaining in
DMN (index) which also means there is only one data point
in P left to be mapped. We find that row 3 has 4 in the 1st
column. So, we map the 3rd predicted location to the 4th web
location. And, the final binary matrix is:
B =
1 0 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

TABLE I
NUMBER OF PHYSICAL TOWERS IN THE STUDIED COUNTIES
Source Orange Calhoun Union
AntennaSearch.com [11] 1,605 52 22
FCC [2] 430 26 15
FCC [2] after cleaning 326 21 13


















Fig. 9. Mapping in Orange County



















Fig. 10. Mapping in Calhoun County
So, we can find the mapped towers and the respective








that the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd lo-
cations (assume as predicted
ones) are mapped the 1st,
3rd and 4th locations (physical
towers).
D. Complexity of the Mapping Algorithm
If there is a huge amount of data points within a certain
boundary, then the proposed mapping algorithm could take
significant time to accomplish. Fortunately, we do not need
to run the algorithm for huge geo-areas in real-time. Instead,
we can divide areas and make run for each area, e.g., single
county/state instead of an entire country at a time. So, the
complexity of the algorithm would not be so problematic, but
it is still desirable to reduce the complexity for potential close-
to-real-time use in future. The computational complexity of the
algorithm involves the following three major steps:
• Computation of the distance matrix, i.e., O(MN).
• Computation of the sorted and index matrices, i.e.,
O(MN logN +MN).
• Computation of the final binary matrix after completing
M iterations, i.e., O(M2N).
Thus, the total computational complexity is O(MN +
MN logN + MN + M2N) which can be simplified to
O(MN(M + logN)).
V. RESULTS
We found the count of physical towers in the counties
Orange, Calhoun, and Union, from two sources, i.e., Anten-
naSearch.com [11] and FCC site [2]. Table I shows the tower
counts in these counties according to the two sources. The
third row shows the counts after we remove dismantled or
under-construction cell towers from FCC’s count. We call this
count as active tower count that we use for clustering.
Initially, we worked with Matlab’s default k-means clus-
tering algorithm. However, it does not differentiate sample


















Fig. 11. Mapping in Union County













































Fig. 12. Antennasearch towers
counts of the cell towers which inherently excludes population
effects in predicting cell tower locations. It is expected to get
more sample counts for a cell tower where more people live
or use cellular services. Thus, high sample counts interpret
high population counts. To include the population effect in the
prediction, we utilize weighted k-means algorithm [10]. The
advantage of using this algorithm is that it moves the centroid
of a cluster towards high utilized towers or the towers around
those more people live or use compared to other towers.
A. Predicted Towers on Google Maps
We apply weighted k-means algorithm on OpenCelliD data
for predicting tower locations in Orange, Calhoun, and Union
counties of Florida. The predicted towers on the maps of
the counties are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, respectively.
Consider the predicted towers of Orange County on Google
Maps. We choose it to analyze because of the high number
of cell towers within the county. We can see from the map
that predicted towers are mostly near the lines of the roads
or the densely populated areas. We can also see that none of
the predicted towers are in the deep forest or within a water
body, seen in green and blue colors of the maps, respectively.
We also observe the same pattern with the predicted towers
of Calhoun and Union counties. The insights from the maps
indicate the feasibility of our cell tower localization scheme
and demonstrate a sign of predicting towers accurately.
B. Distance Between Predicted and Physical
Once we have the predicted tower locations for the three
counties, we run our mapping algorithm Algo. 2 to map
the towers with the physical towers reported in Anten-
naSearch.com. We repeat the procedure as many times as the
predicted towers count in any county. We choose the mapping
that has the minimum average distance between predicted
towers to physical towers. The mapping of the towers for the
Orange, Calhoun, and Union counties are shown in Figs. 9,
10, and 11, respectively. We observe that the more towers
within a county, the better the prediction of their locations. A
high number of predicted towers in Orange County is located
within close proximity of the physical towers (CDF analysis
in the following paragraph provides specific numbers). In
Calhoun and Union counties, some of the predicted towers
are close proximate of physical towers but some are far
from their physical towers. This is likely mostly due to the
data collecting procedures associated with OpenCelliD. As
OpenCellid gets these data from the users voluntarily, the













































Fig. 13. CDF for FCC-reported tow-
ers














Mapping for Orange County
County Boundary





Fig. 14. AntennaSearch.com and FCC
towers











CDF for Orance County
















































Fig. 15. Orange County: CDF for FCC and AntennaSearch.com towers
users are not interested to send data very often as they do
not have any incentive for sharing their experience. In most
cases, OpenCelliD contains a single-digit sample count which
is not sufficient to identify an access point/antenna location
properly. Hence, the locations reported in OpenCelliD can be
already significantly away from an antenna if very few samples
are taken for that particular antenna/cell.
The CDF of the distances between our predicted tower
locations and their mapped physical tower locations from
Antennasearch.com shows a better representation of the perfor-
mance of our mapping and prediction. The CDF comparison
for the three counties is shown in Fig. 12. Our approach
attained notably better performance in predicting the tower
locations for the average case in the urban county of Orange
because of the high number of sample counts. We can see,
almost 95% of physical towers are less than 1 mile away
from their predicted locations, and 98% of physical towers
are less than 2 miles away. We also generate CDF for the
mapping of predicted towers to the physical towers reported
in the FCC site in Fig. 13. It shows a similar trend of
mapping in comparison to the CDF of Antennasearch.com
towers. In Orange County, approximately 83% of the towers
are less than 1 mile away from their predicted locations and
95% of the physical towers are less than 2 miles away. This
illustrates the accuracy of our prediction and mapping process
regardless of the sources of physical tower locations. Our
algorithm performs better in mapping predicted towers to FCC
registered towers compared to Antennasearch.com towers. It
happens because Antennasearch.com approximates all access


















Fig. 16. Mapping among FCC-
registered and predicted towers where
k is cell sites count
Fig. 17. Mapping among Anten-
nasearch and predicted towers where
k is cell sites count








































Fig. 18. CDF for FCC-registered tow-
ers where k is cell sites count








































Fig. 19. CDF for Antennasearch tow-
ers where k is cell sites count
point locations where FCC provides accurate registered tower
locations. As expected, due to the use of the crowdsourced
data, our approach performs better when the mapping takes
place with the high sample counts, i.e., in urban areas. For this
reason, in the rural Calhoun and Union counties, we observe
a lower percentage of predicted towers being within 2 miles
of their corresponding physical towers.
C. Lack of Ground-truth Tower Locations Data
A crowdsourced data from actual users can represent better
cellular coverage as well as help to predict cell tower locations.
Though we have different sources of cell tower, still the
reported data can be misled. As a regulatory body, FCC
is expected to have updated data. Unfortunately, it is not
always true. To analyze the locations of two trusted sources of
towers (FCC and AntennaSearch.com), we map towers of both
sources using our mapping algorithm and calculate the CDF
of the mapping. To visualize the mapping, we consider all
FCC reported towers (430 in total) for Orange county without
discriminating their status, and perform one-to-one mapping
with the AntennaSearch.com reported towers (1,605 in total),
Fig. 14, and get the CDF in Fig. 15. We observe some of the
FCC reported tower locations are actually outside of Orange
county boundary in Fig. 14. It hints us on the reliability of
entire data reported by each provider. However, this mapping
also provides the accuracy on our mapping algorithm. We
can see, almost all FCC towers are mapped identically with
corresponding AntennaSearch.com towers. Fig. 15 shows a
better representation of this claim. We observe, around 86%
of FCC towers have exact mapping with the towers reported
in AntennaSearch.com, and the rest have different mapping
distances. In one side, FCC contains obsolete data and on the
other side AntennaSearch.com data does not completely map
with FCC data. Such unreliability motivates us to search actual
perceived service by cellular users, utilize crowdsourced data,
and construct predicted tower locations.
D. Predicted Towers Based on Cell Site Counts
We predict cell tower locations by using cell site counts
[6] as k during clustering. We also map and compute CDF of
the predicted tower locations to both registered towers at FCC
and AntennaSeach data. The mapping of predicted towers for
both cases in Orange county is shown in Fig. 16 and Fig.
17, respectively. We observe that the mapping of predicted
towers to FCC registered towers offers better matching than
the mapping of predicted towers to AntennaSearch reported
towers. The CDF analysis of the mapping distances also sup-
ports our observation. FCC registered tower locations provide
the actual physical locations of towers. However, for any third-
party sources like AntennaSearch, the accuracy of reported
tower locations may deteriorate with the increase of k. As
a result, we find a significant deviation of CDF in Fig. 18
and Fig. 19. In Orange County, we find almost 80% of FCC
registered towers are within 0.33 miles of our predicted towers.
However, we get only 50% of the AntennaSearch towers within
0.33 miles of our predicted tower locations.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this work, we have utilized location and sample counts
of the OpenCelliD data, and used weighted k-means algorithm
to predict cell tower locations. Later, we proposed a mapping
algorithm to match our predicted tower locations to physical
tower locations from two sources providing a limited number
of tower locations. We demonstrated the accuracy of the
prediction by comparing to the two different sources of tower
locations. Our prediction shows a significant matching in both
cases. We also demonstrated how these two sources of towers
data can be unreliable, and why we need tower locations
prediction from crowdsourced data.
Since exact locations of physical cell towers are either
proprietary or partially available, there exists no ground truth.
This necessitates mapping of predicted tower locations to an
approximate/partial locations. We showed that this mapping of
cell tower locations is a NP Complete. We reduced the map-
ping problem to another NP-Complete problem in polynomial
time, and developed a heuristic for the mapping problem. In fu-
ture, we plan to find better heuristic/approximation algorithms
of this problem. It will give us more accuracy on predicting
towers from crowdsourced data, and removes dependency on
wireless provider-reported data to FCC or any third-party, e.g.,
AntennaSearch.com, reported data.
A good prediction of a cell tower location can provide a
good idea of surrounding cellular coverage. It can be helpful to
deploy network nodes in case of tower failure during disaster
situations. To obtain each cellular provider’s actual coverage
map, crowdsourced data can be a truthful and alternative
approach instead of wireless provider-reported coverage map
which is mostly exaggerated. Crowdsourced database Open-
CelliD contains a range value for each reported cell. Utilizing
the range value with the predicted towers can give an excellent
and reliable source of coverage map to generate in future.
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